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ABSTRACT: The design, optimization, and control of thermally coupled distillation sequences with side columns have been
extensively studied in the literature. Energy savings of up to 30% have been reported for such systems; further, dynamic
simulations show that the theoretical control properties and closed-loop dynamic responses of thermally coupled distillation
sequences are better than those of the conventional distillation sequences. In this paper, we have extended the optimization
search for the energy required on the separation of a ternary mixture, detecting two feasible solutions for the energy required in
the reboiler for the same value of the interconnecting stream (multiple steady states), filling the gap about this topic on these
systems. The multiple steady states detected in the thermally coupled distillation sequences (TCDS) were subjected to a
controllability analysis and a closed-loop dynamic study. According to the controllability analysis, the steady state with higher
demand of energy in the reboiler presented better theoretical control properties than those of the steady state with lower energy
requirement in the reboiler. Consistent with the controllability results, when the two steady states were studied under closed-loop
using PI controllers, the best dynamic responses for set point tracking and load rejection were exhibited by the steady state
design with the higher energy requirement in the reboiler.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because distillation is an industrial operation with high energy
demand and a very low thermodynamic efficiency,1,2 several
studies have been conducted in order to mitigate those
problems. Tedder and Rudd1 presented a very complete study
of the energy requirements of eight distillation sequences for
the separation of ternary mixtures. They compared complex
distillation sequences, including the thermally coupled
distillation sequences (TCDS) with side columns, against the
classical direct and indirect distillation sequences, obtaining
energy savings of around 30% by using the TCDS with side
columns in comparison to conventional distillation sequences
for ternary mixtures (A,B,C) with low content of the
intermediate component.
Glinos and Malone3 estimated the amount of vapor

generated in the reboiler under minimum reflux conditions
for complex and conventional distillation sequences. They
concluded that savings of around 30% in the minimum vapor
generated in the reboilers were achieved by using TCDS with
side columns.
Several studies have reported that TCDS can reduce capital

costs and energy requirements in the range between 30% and
50% in comparison to the conventional distillation sequen-
ces.4−7

Despite the energy savings achieved in the complex
distillation sequences, it was thought that their control and
operation could be more difficult than in the conventional
distillation sequences due to the presence of recycle streams.
However, posterior studies evaluated their control proper-
ties8−11 and showed that their control properties were as good
as those of the conventional distillation sequences and similar
closed-loop dynamic responses were presented.
Recently, it has been reported that TCDS and reactive

distillation systems can show steady state multiplicity due to
their complex physicochemical behavior.12−14 In the case of
finding multiple steady states, a control properties analysis can
help to select those operational parameters that result in the
best dynamic performance. In this work, comparative studies
are conducted on the theoretical control properties and closed-
loop dynamics responses for set point tracking and load
rejection for some steady states found within the regions of
multiplicity in the TDCS systems; then, these studies allow us
to select the best steady state in terms of cost and control. This
is significant since these kinds of complex distillation sequences
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are being implemented in industrial practice using the dividing
wall distillation technology.15−20

2. DESIGN AND ENERGY OPTIMIZATION OF THE
TCDS WITH SIDE COLUMNS

The two TCDS systems depicted in Figures 1 and 2 were
designed for minimum energy requirements. The direct TCDS

(TCDS-D) is derived from the conventional direct distillation
sequence by replacing the reboiler of the first distillation
column (C-1) by a thermal coupling (vapor recycle stream,
FV). In the case of the indirect TCDS (TCDS-I), the
condenser of the first distillation column (C-1) is eliminated
due to the liquid recycle stream (FL).
The design method used for both sequences (TCDS-D and

TCDS-I) was reported in detail in Hernańdez and Jimeńez4

using a dynamic model of an equilibrium stage. The same
procedure is applied in this work by using the Aspen Plus
process simulator. For the case of TCDS-D, first the
conventional distillation sequence was designed by using the
short-cut design method of Fenske−Underwood−Gilliland;

then, the conventional distillation sequence is simulated by
using the rigorous radfrac module of Aspen Plus. The purities
of the products were set to 0.98 mole fraction using design
specifications. The final design of the TCDS-D is obtained by
replacing the reboiler of the first distillation column with a
thermal link; the minimum energy requirement in the reboiler
Q2 is estimated by varying the vapor recycle stream (FV) for a
fixed number of equilibrium stages.
The design of the TCDS-I is obtained in a similar way from

the conventional indirect distillation sequence. The indirect
distillation sequence is designed by using the same short-cut
design method and the design is simulated using the rigorous
equilibrium stage contained in the radfrac module with the
same purity constraints for the products. The condenser of the
first distillation column is then replaced by a liquid recycle
stream (FL) that is varied until the minimum energy required
in the reboilers (Q1+Q2) is obtained for a given set of
equilibrium stages.
It is important to highlight that the energy required in the

reboiler was minimized for a given tray structure in the TCDS
configurations, because even for complex distillation columns,
the energy supplied to the reboiler is the main component of
the total annual cost.

3. CONTROLLABILITY ANALYSIS
The theoretical control properties of the TCDS systems were
evaluated using the singular value decomposition technique in
the frequency domain as used by Hernańdez and Jimeńez.5

This technique does not depend on a specific control structure
and only open-loop dynamic responses adjusted to linear
models are required. The open-loop dynamic responses were
obtained in Aspen Dynamics, by implementing a small step
change in the input variable (reboiler duty, reflux ratio) and
registering the dynamic responses of the product purities. The
linear models are grouped into a transfer function matrix in the
frequency domain, which is subject to singular value
decomposition (SVD):

= Σwj wj wj wjG U V( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H
(1)

where G(wj) is the transfer matrix function, U(wj) and V(wj)
are squared matrices and Σ(wj) is a diagonal matrix with the
same dimensions as G(wj). There are two important
parameters in matrix Σ(wj): the minimum singular value (σ∗)
and the maximum singular value (σ∗). The relationship among
them is known as condition number (eq 2).

γ σ
σ

* =
∗

∗ (2)

The minimum singular value is a measure of the invertibility of
the system, and therefore represents a measure of the potential
problems of the system under feedback control. The condition
number reflects the sensitivity of the system under uncertainties
in process parameters and modeling errors. These two
parameters are important in robust control in order to infer
the dynamic behavior under closed-loop operation.
Finally, closed-loop dynamic simulations under feedback

control were carried out, and the responses were analyzed to
determine the TCDS system with the best dynamic behavior.

4. CASE STUDY
The systems studied were (1) TCDS-D depicted in Figure 1
and (2) TCDS-I shown in Figure 2. Both sequences were fed

Figure 1. Thermally coupled direct distillation sequence (TCDS-D).

Figure 2. Thermally coupled indirect distillation sequence (TCDS-I).
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with a ternary mixture of n-pentane (C5), n-hexane (C6), and
n-heptane (C7) with molar fractions of 0.4, 0.2 and 0.4,
respectively. The purities in the products were set to 0.98 mole
fraction in the main component.

5. RESULTS OF DESIGN AND ENERGY OPTIMIZATION
OF THE COMPLEX DISTILLATION SEQUENCES

The steady state designs of the TCDS schemes are presented in
Tables 1 and 2. These designs are obtained using the short cut

method of Fenske−Underwood−Gilliland, and the final
compositions of 0.98 in the products are adjusted using design
specifications in the radfrac module of Aspen Plus. These tray
structures are fixed during the energy optimization.
Figure 3 shows the results for the minimization of the energy

consumption of TCDS-D (Figure 1). Figure 3a is obtained
from a direct search of the minimum energy consumption in
the reboiler Q2 of the Column C-2, from low values of the
interconnecting vapor stream (FV) to high values of it. The
energy demand decreases as FV increases but, for higher values
of FV, the energy demand increases again. When the complete
search is conducted in the increasing direction of FV (Figure
3a, blue curve), the search is continued in the decreasing
direction of FV (Figure 3b, green curve), and the heat required
in the reboiler is significantly higher. As a result, two very
different values of the heat duties are obtained for the same
value assigned to FV. For interconnection vapor flows between
127.5 and 145.5 lb-mol/h, multiple steady states can be
observed, and a minimum heat duty of 668.5 kW is obtained
with a value of 134 lb-mol/h of FV. Gani and Jorgensen21

defined three types of multiplicity for distillation systems:
output multiplicity, input multiplicity, and internal state
multiplicity. On the basis of the above, the multiplicity of
steady states found is an input multiplicity due to the
specification of the product purities (outputs).
Figure 4 displays a very similar trend on the search for the

energy required in the reboilers of the TCDS-I. Again, a search
in the increasing direction of FL provides a complete curve
(Figure 4a, blue curve) but, when the search is conducted in the
opposite direction, a second curve is obtained with higher
values of energy (Figure 4b, green curve). The TCDS-I also
presents a region where two different values of the heat duties
can be obtained for the reboiler for a given value of FL. As a
result, for TCDS systems is important to obtain the complete
search of the minimum energy consumption required in the
reboilers since two (very different) solutions can be obtained
for the same value of the interconnecting stream. Further, it is

important to study the control properties and closed-loop
dynamic responses for set point tracking and load rejection in
order to detect which steady state is more controllable.

6. CONTROLLABILITY ANALYSIS RESULTS
To obtain the control properties, transfer function matrices
were determined. For the TCDS-D (see Figure 1), the
manipulated variables include the reflux ratio of the first
distillation column (RR1) as well as the reflux ratio (RR2) and
the reboiler duty (Q2) for the second distillation column. The
output variables are the composition of the distillate of the first
distillation column (C5) as well as the composition of the
distillate (C6) and the composition of the bottoms product
(C7) of the second distillation column. When the TCDS-I is
analyzed (see Figure 2), the manipulated variables are Q1, Q2,
and RR2, whereas the output variables are C7, C6, and C5. As
indicated previously, Aspen Dynamics was used to obtain the
dynamic responses of the two steady state designs for a given
value of FV or FL depending on the TCDS system under study.
Tables 3 and 4 present the design variables for the two states
subjected to SVD. The open-loop dynamic responses were
adjusted to linear models, and the transfer function matrices
can be consulted in the Supporting Information. These

Table 1. Important Design Variables of the TCDS-D

design variable column C-1 column C-2

total stages 17 19
feed stage 9 10
top pressure (psia) 21.20 14.20
bottoms pressure (psia) 31.20 24.70

Table 2. Important Design Variables of the TCDS-I

design variable column C-1 column C-2

total stages 21 17
feed stage 11 9
top pressure (psia) 16.50 21.20
bottoms pressure (psia) 26.20 31.20

Figure 3. Energy optimization of the TCDS-D: (a) forward search
(blue); (b) backward search (green).
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matrices are suitable for SVD analysis using the complex
transform s = wj.
Figures 5 and 6 provide the minimum singular value and

condition number for two multiple steady states of TCDS-D. A
small difference between the minimum singular values of the
two multiple steady states can be observed for small frequencies
(Figure 5). Furthermore, the condition number for the higher
energy requirement steady state is slightly greater than that of
the lower energy requirement steady state. It is important to
note that small frequencies are related to steady state
conditions. In general, the minimum singular values for the
steady state with lower energy requirement are lower than
those of the steady state with higher energy demand. As a

result, the steady state with higher demand of energy is more
controllable than that with lower energy demand.
In addition, condition numbers are higher for the steady state

with lower energy. According to SVD results, the steady state
with higher energy requirement is expected to be better
conditioned with respect to the effect of disturbances.
When the TCDS-I was studied using SVD, similar results

from those exhibited in TCDS-D were obtained. According to
the results depicted in Figure 7, the sequence with higher
energy requirement has higher minimum singular values than
those of the sequence with lower energy consumption in a wide
frequency range. In addition, according to Figure 8, the
condition numbers for the higher energy requirement steady
state are lower than those of the lower energy requirement
state. As result, better control properties for the TCDS-I with
higher energy demand can be expected.
Then, in general, the TCDS system with higher energy

requirements exhibited better theoretical control properties
than those of the same TCDS scheme with lower energy
demand.
Notice that the theoretical control properties (minimum

singular value and condition number) can be used to infer the
closed-loop dynamic behavior of the thermally coupled
distillation sequences; for that reason, only representative
closed-loop dynamic simulations are needed. This is the main
advantage of using the singular value decomposition technique.
To complement the controllability study, representative

closed-loop dynamic responses were obtained for set point
changes in the composition of the products and disturbances in
the feed composition. The pairings in the feedback control
loops were established according to industrial heuristics, that is,
the composition of the distillate was achieved by manipulating
the reflux ratio and the composition of the bottoms product
was adjusted by manipulating the heat duty supplied to the
reboiler. PI controllers were implemented and tuned by using
the integral absolute of the error in the Aspen Dynamics
simulator. As a representative case, Figure 9 contains two
control loops implemented in the TCDS-D. Tuning parameters
for the PI controllers for the lower energy requirement state
were KC = 65.48 and τI = 2.45 min for controller PIC5, and KC
= 25.58 and τI = 12.85 min for controller PIC7. Tuning
parameters for PI controllers for the higher energy requirement
state were KC = 69.03, τI = 2.44 min and KC = 101.58, τI =
0.851 min for controllers PIC5 and PIC7, respectively.
Taking the TCDS-D as our case study, Figure 10 shows the

dynamic responses of the compositions of pentane and heptane
when positive set point changes of 0.01 are implemented.
Figure 10a for the composition of C5 indicates that, in both
cases, the set point changes are achieved properly, but in the
control loop of C7, the state with higher demand of energy
achieves the set point faster (Figure 10b).
Further disturbances in feed stream compositions of +5% in

C5, −2.5% in C6, and −2.5% in C7 were introduced. Figure 11
shows the dynamic closed-loop responses for pentane and

Figure 4. Energy optimization of the TCDS-I: (a) forward search
(blue), (b) backward search (green).

Table 3. Design Variables for the TCDS-D for Two States Using FV = 140 lb-mol/h

state with low energy requirement state with high energy requirement

variable column C-1 column C-2 column C-1 column C-2

diameter (ft) 2.03 2.64 2.00 4.40
reflux ratio (RR) 2.42 1.90 2.34 50
reboiler duty Q (kW) 0 665.32 0 4087.78
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heptane compositions. The steady state with higher energy
requirement shows an appropriate control performance because
the disturbances introduced in the feeding stream can be
eliminated in the composition of the distillate C5. Figure 11b
shows that the dynamic response of C7 does not have a
significant deviation from the nominal point. On the contrary,
the composition of C7 in the state with the lower energy
requirement presents important oscillations before adjusting
the composition. Similar trends were observed in the closed-
loop dynamic responses obtained in the TCDS-I.
In general and according to the closed-loop dynamic

responses, both states can achieve changes in set points and
eliminate the effect of some input disturbances, therefore it can
be inferred that both states can be controlled using PI

controller, but the control is favored in the state of high energy
demand.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Thermally coupled distillation sequences with side columns
have been designed and optimized for minimum energy
consumption, and the results indicate that multiple steady
state solutions can occur. As a result, during energy
optimization it is important to detect all operational regions,
since they may differ significantly in energy consumption. This
is significant since, in industrial practice, it is convenient to
select the design with the minimum energy consumption in
order to cut operational and capital costs.

Table 4. Design Variables for the TCDS-I for Two States Using FL = 69.5 lb-mol/h

state with low energy requirement state with high energy requirement

variable column C-1 column C-2 column C-1 column C-2

diameter (ft) 2.12 3.57 2.13 4.03
reflux ratio (RR) 0 3.06 0 77.8
reboiler duty Q (kW) 432.50 132.09 413.59 10170.00

Figure 5. Minimum singular values for TDCS-D. Lower energy
requirement steady state (○) and higher energy requirement steady
state (□).

Figure 6. Condition numbers for TCDS-D. Lower energy requirement
steady state (○) and higher energy requirement steady state (□).

Figure 7. Minimum singular values for TDCS-I. Lower energy
requirement steady state (○) and higher energy requirement steady
state (□).

Figure 8. Condition numbers for TCDS-I. Lower energy requirement
steady state (○) and higher energy requirement steady state (□).
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Regarding controllability issues, the state with higher energy
requirements showed better control properties than those of
sequences with lower energy requirements. However, both
steady states can be controllable using PI controllers. As the
main conclusion, it is possible to operate the thermally coupled
distillation sequences under minimum energy consumption at
expenses of a more tight control. Nevertheless, this is an initial

study and more cases of study should be analyzed to extend the
scope of our conclusion; for instance, nonideal mixtures or
reactive systems should be considered in those complementary
studies.
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